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Yesl Your WA( .'( 'l is late again, not a very goodstart to my editorship is
it, but I ’ve a reason and that is I didn ’t get enough articles tofill your
mag :ine with. I hope that this is a temporary set back due to the hot
weather and holiday season. This issue isfor August and September in
the hope that things will get back to normal in the next few weeks

SPECIAL THANKS
Without the following peoples help this
issue wouldn’t have been possible and so
I would like to give them my sincere
thanks. Philip (Tigger) DiRichleau,
Frank Neatherway, Angie Hardwick,
John Hudson, Matthew and Stephen
Phillips, Jonty Jones, Angela Cook,
Richard Fairhurst and of course my Wife
Carol. If I’ve forgotten anybody from the
above list then I‘m sorry.

ARTICLES URGENTLY NEEDED
I’m sorry to go on about this but [ do
need more articles, over the last month
I’ve been so worried that I’ve nearly
pulled all my hair-out and bitten my
finger nails to the quick, so please get
writing.

CONVENTION UPDATE
The convention 97 at Bescot, Walsall is
on, if you’ve bought your ticket yet, it
still not to late, since you can obtain your
ticket at the door. Angie has worked
very hard arranging the convention and
she is disappointed on the lack of
response from members and so this
conventioncould be the last, so lets make
it a good one to remember.

WELCOME
Membershiphas gone up to 272 and I’m
getting on average 9 enquires a week, so
the future is looking bright. All is needed
is articles to ensureWACCls future.
To those who have recently joined us

on behalf on WACCI welcome and I

hope that you will be with us for a long
time to come.

SAD NEWS
Brian Barton of Goldmarks has sadly
departed from us and gone to a far better
place in the sky our best wishes go to
Brian’s family.

A SPECIAL OFFER
PC Protext — A Special Offer exclusive to
WACCI members for a limited period.

The most widely used word processors
on the CPC/CPC Plus computers are the
various versions (Amsdos disc/mm and
('l’/M) of Protext. It terms of the
program‘s features and ease of use it is
very hard to find a word processor which
comes anywhere close to Prolext's coat
tails. Brunword users please form an
orderly queue! As many WACCI
members nowadaysuse a CPC and a PC,

according to suitability, for their various
computing tasks, it seems sensible to use
versions of the programswith which they
are most familiar on their PC as well as
their CPC.
As well as the obvious convenience of

using familiar keystrokes and commands,
which eases the re-learning process
considerably, the files which all versions
ofProtext create are readily portable from
one computerand its programs to another
computer and its.

Fortunately, thanks to the recent rescue,
Protext is now available again in two new
versions for use on the PC (plus one for
the Atari).

Both of the PC versions offer
considerable feature enhancements over
the CPC (and l’t'W) versions, while still
retaining the original CPC versions‘ ease
of use. V6.7 is the very latest PC version,
including a Thesaurus, a huge number of
printer drivers, and loads of other
features. A Facts Pack on v6,7 is available
for an A4 SAE.

This latest fully featured version 6.7 is
really superb, but not everyone will want
to pay out £49.99 to get it. Fortunately
there is a more modest alternative for
WACCI members. Because of the terms
of the agreement with the copyright
owners (Silverdm'k Ltd), the PC versions
ofProtext cannot normally be discounted.
However, special agreement has been

obtained for version 4,3, a very good
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intermediate version between the two
extremes, to be made available
exclusively to WACCI members and for a
limited period at the special price of £30;
that's a whopping 20% olT.

The special offer price for v4.3 is only
available for two months from the
appearance of this in WACCI, Anyone
trying to order at the reduced price afier
the expire date will be charged the full
lifiy quid, so don't hang about!

The special WACCI offer price for v4.3
includes a fully registered version of the
program, a lie-flat A5 ring bound manual,
and free user support through the free
Protext Sofiware helpline. What a
bargain.

For this special offer send your cheque
for £30 (payable to BA Watson) and
order, quoting this issue of WACCl's
number, to Brian Watson, "Harrowden",
39, High Street, Sutton—in—the-Isle, ELY,
Cambs CBC) ZRA.

THANKS FOR THEMEMORIES
This is just a recap for the Past WACCIs
on Disc article that Christine Raisin did
for us. You may remember that it was
reported in issue ”3 that Christine had
begun the massive task of re-typing those
past WACCls and putting them on to a
disc format so you an complete your
collections of wonderful WACCI. These
magazines were no longer available and
as demand for them rose, so did the need
to do something about their absence.
As Steve Williams had very generously

donated his magazine file discs, Christine
rose to the challenge of re-arranging the
text so the complete magazine could be
put on to disc and made available to you.
They have been done on Protext and
saved as an ASCII file,

To date, we have issues 18 - 25 ready
and waiting for you to order. Just send
your 3 or 3.5” disc with a SAE for its
return and they will be done.
Once again a very big thank you goes

to Christine for all the hard work she is
putting in to this project for us so make
sure that you take advantage of it and
order your Past WACCls On Disc soon.
Christinesaddress is

ll7, Tilbury Rise
Cinderhill, Nottingham. NGX 60E

fi§ommnm

JUSTTO REMIND YOU
Whilst were on the subject of past
WACCls, don’t forget that we still have
back issues available from Frank
Neatherway. You will find the complete
listing on page 3 I.

CONVENTION REVISITED
At this year convention we have some
special people of the CPC scene from
Europe coming.

HOW DO [GETTHERE
Below you will find a map giving you
details of the roads you need to take, so
hopefully you won’t get lost as I did last
year.

ALSO THERE
You can sit back and enjoy a good meal
for only £5.99p (please check with Angie
for any price changes). The convention
will start at 10am and go on until 5pm, so
we should have time to have a good chat
over a cup of coffee or a pint of your
favourite brew.

SARCASM OVERDRIVE
Somemembers seem to want to complain
about the ticket price. And rightly so.

football stadium (only Ihe directors
lounge after all) with a bunch of nutters
who all happen to own a CFC? Because
you enjoy it!

That four pounds is not expensive in any
light. "But the first year was free." I

hear you cry. That's because we had a
lovely Mr. X who dug deep into his
pocket for us. "Last year was only two
pounds." That's because WACCI
stumped up for the shortfall. We can't do
that this year as the hire charge has gone
up.

MR X
But as you all know another Mr X has
come forward and that’s why the
convention is still on, so on behalfof the
members I would like to thank Mr. X for
his offer.

DON‘T FORGET
WACCl will be back in October, so
please please get writing so that I have
something to put into your magazine and
if you’re going to the convention, Carol
and I will see you there.

Why on earth should you pay the huge Happy reading
sum of four pounds just for a day in a flufm
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Fair Comment
with Philip DiRichleau

write c/o Frank Neatherway, 3, Glebe Close, Rayleigh, Essex, SSé 9HL

Dear Editor, In WACCI 109, the then
Editor - -/Was that me by any chance?
—I’hilip asked why I didn‘t take on
Fair Comment - well. partly because I‘m
fairly busy but mainly because my work
goes in fits and starts and I couldn't
guarantee to be able to do the job
regularly. I can manage to fit letters and
articles intomy less busy periodseven put
them together on a business journey,
But my rate of production tends to be

rather uneven -a situation which was
emphasised last winter when I got
involved in dealing with a very difficult
situation in a local charity and had to put
a lot of things to one side — including
responding to those kind remarks. But, in
any case, I don‘t think I could quite bring
the turn of phrase that is needed for Fair
Comment.

In response to Jetf Morton's query in
WACCI I IO about the 8—bit box drawing
characters in Mini-Office. you can
generate them if your printer has them —

proper Epson—compatible 9—pin printers
don't because Epson put the italic
characters there Enter fl (or SHII"'I'-fl —

depending on which versionofMO ”you
have) to bring a A onto the screen and
then type 27,62 It should look like
A27,62 All subsequent printed characters
will be from ASCII 128-255 until you
cancel the command with A27,61 but
Mini- Office II will show you the
corresponding ASCII 0-l27 characters
on screen.
If you use either command anywhere

other than on a blank line between
paragraphs or a box drawing, they will
take up three spaces when Mini—Office

prints out. Though it isn't quite as elegant,
I have found using | and _ enough for my
needs; don‘t make the overlap the l at the
ends of a box and you can get something
surprisingly presentable. Making them
bold will give added solidity becausemost
printers produce bold by moving the

second impression of the character slightly
to the right.

James Huskisson asked how to get a hash
sign instead of a pound sign in Brunword.
I don't know whether it is practicable to
get a hash sign on screen in anword but
you should be able to get it on the printer
by sending the escape codes from within
Brunword to turn on US English. The
Epson codes are ESC R 0 (27,820or IR
52 00). To turn pound signs back on send
the same codes with the last digit set to 3

or ()3. This tip works with any
wordprocessor, including Mini -Office II,
that can send escape codes

Isobel Swade (WACCI III) mentions
problems with control codes but does not
say what they are; the general advice with
control codes is to use them ONLY with
commands which are not supported by
your wordprocessor. I think the DMP
3I60 will support both Epson and IBM
control codes; if a word processor can
produce box drawingcharacters, it may go
the whole hog and operate in IBM mode,
in which case many Epson control codes
will not work

Angela and Paul's comments about using
PCs for databases (WA(‘('I [12) are really
a comment on the lack ofa hard disc. I

bought dBASE II for the CPC over ten
years ago in Germany where it was being
actively promoted and, after waiting in
vain for the promised CPC hard disc, have
put most of my dBASE files onto a PCW
with a hard disc.
Because dBASE lI relies heavily on disc

access, it always seems slow on a CPC but
makes up for this with its functionality
which is way ahead - even now - of most
PC data bases.
On a PCW with a hard disc its responses

are almost instantaneous; on a PC, it
works so fast that I have had to add
routines to slow it down so that I can read

what is on screen!
As Angela points out, lots of members

have non-CFC machines and I have had
to have PC access for several years for
parts of my business; I chose the PCW
because its large screen is so much better
for creating readable database screens
and I wanted a hard disc; I also wanted a
multilingual word- processor. I intend to
make a Mac my next purchase not
because it will supplant any of the other
three but to do things I cannot do easily
on any of the other three.

I appreciate the fairness of WACCl's
approach to copyright but, as with PD

programs, I think WACCI contributors
should allow free reproduction of articles
in WACCI in any other non- profit
journal as long as WACCI and the
original author are credited. I take this
approach to anything I write which is not
commissioned (and Ihere- fore not
morally the properly 0]a commissioner)
and where no one else is going to make
money directly out ofmy work.

Michael Quinn (WACCI 113) mentions a
SCSI drive; new that really would be
worth implementing on the CPC!

Lee Bragindon‘s problem looks like a
problem in the parallel [/0 or cable.
'acceeggl33' is 6| 63 63 65 65 67 67 3|
33 33 in hex which means that line 0 is

only transmitting " I "s. The sub-situation
of 5 (73h) for 4 (34h) is less easy to
explain.

The best cheap wordprocessor is
probably VDE on WACCI disc to. It has
its limitations including quite a steep
learning curve but it is by far the most
powerful and flexible of the non—

commercial wordprocessors. If there is
enough demand, I would be happy to
contribute some articles on VDE to help
members get more from it.
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address HL with A,B,C,D,E,H or I, -
e.g.LD (HL),B. Similarly, LD (lX+#56),A
or LD (IY—l7), D.

You can load any address with the
contents of a l6—bit pair:

LD (#4000),BC
u) (#C730),HL

or with the contents ofA:

[,D (#BDEE),A

similarly:

LD (BC),A
LD (DE),A
LD (HL),A

You can see that the A register is the
most versatile eight—bit register of all.

To load an address with a value, one final
option is possible:

LD (HL),data — you put in the (one byte
of) data

e.g. u) (HL),#32

Using the index registers, you could have
LD (|v+27),#c9.

with
two

To load one sixteen-bit register
another, you usually need
instmctions, such as:

[D H,B
LD L,C

performs the task of the fictional "er
HL,BC". The only exceptions to this are
LD SP,HL, LD SPJX and LD SPJY.

That‘s the loading instructionsfinished off
- but these are only a fraction (albeit a
sizeable and important one) of the
instructions the 280 understands.

Having learnt of the registers in the 280
and how we can load values into them, we
can now learn how to manipulate these
numbers. At this stage you might be
thinking "But it's all numbers!" and, to
a certain extent, you would be right.

Machine code is primarily concernedwith
what happens in the computer's memory:
driving the hardware, whether directly or
by firmware routines, is the flashy bit.

However, any machine code program will
be based on use of registers, as that is
how everything is done with any CPU.
We are lucky in that the 280 has an
ample supply of registers - compare it
to its principal 8—bit competitor, the
6502 (as used in the BMv and (‘64),
which only has three 8—bit registers!

Anyway, there is more to machine code
than just loading numbers into registers
and into memory. For a start, you can do
simple mathswith it...

The most complicated maths you‘ll get
is addition or subtraction. After all,
multiplacation is just addition a number
of times, so you'll need to write your own
routine for that...

Most arithmetic operations are carried
out with the accumulator, the A register.
Simple addition is carried out by the
instruction ADD. This works using
similar notation to the LD command
shownearlier, e.g.

ADD A,52 <—— or any one byte number
you like.
ADD A,C <-- any eight-bit register:
A,B,C,D,E,H,L

The number, or register, on the right is
what is to be added. A contains the
resultof adding this value to the old value
of A.

You can fetch a byte from memory and
add it, too:

ADD A,(HL)
ADD A,(IY-#7F)

There is a slight variant to include the
carry flag in the sum. This otherwise
works in exactly the same way as ADD:
its mnemonic is ADC.

Subtraction, too, is possible:

SUB #20
SUB F,

SUB (HL)
sua (IX-l)

Notice that the mnemonic is "SUB"
rather than "SUB A," - this is because
SUB only works on the A register,
whereas ADD/ADCwork on HL as well
(set: below), There is a variant to SUB,
too, which includes carry —the SBC

instruction. However, the mnemonic for
this is "SBC A,", so the above examples
using SBC would he:

sac A,#zo
sac as
sac A,(HL)
sac A,(IX—l)

The reason for this is the fact that SBC
can work on HL, too. These operations
are as follows:

ADD HL,BC <—— you can add BC.
DE, HL or SP to HL

ADC llL,DE <-» as ADD
SBC HL,DE <—- as ADD

Finally for addition, you can use the index
registers:

ADD lX,lX <—— you can add
BC,DE, [X or SP to IX - not HL or IV

ADI) lY,BC <~- you can add
BC, DE, IV or SP to W - not HL or IX

Moving onto a different, but related
instructions, there is a simple version of
addition and subtraction available —

which you‘ll find yourself using probably
more often. The instructions are
"INC" and "DEC" - incoement and
decrement - which are used to increase
or decrease values by one.

[NC A <-- or B,C,D,E,Hor L
DEC C <—- or A,B,D,E,H or L
DEC (HL) <—— or INC (HL): affects

address in HL
lNC (lX+2) <-- or using IY
DEC (lY—flA) <-— or using IX

These instructions don't afl‘ect carry, but
do affect all other flags. To
increment/decrement sixteen-bit register
pairs, these are available:

lNC BC
DEC SP

<-- BC.DE,HL,IX,IY,SP
<-— as above

Unlike the eight-bit increment/decrement
instmctions, these don't alTect any flags.

Till next time, now where did I put that
torch?

(43.411171 Oat/954a!
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It ls- big, 1 me I big}... It's been aroundfor a while and it’s famous for
being bugged, it's the biggest bomber mun clone on the ( ,'I’( and it's
BA( .70... lie—released, bug free and cheaper. Yes, you guessed it,
Megublasters is back in town.”

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
A little over a year on from its first
release on British CPCs and it‘s still
hanging around, but this time it is fully
play~a~ble. Thanks to some unfortunate
mishaps when it was first released it
Ssuffered no end of jibes from English or
foreign shores alike. Most of us may have
given up on it as a lost cause, but Radical
Software never did. In reviewing
Megablastcrs 1 found myself faced with
two problems.

I) How to give a fair review that didn't
come from my fi'iendship with Angela and
use this friendship to gain points in
Megablaster's favour?

2) How to review something that has
been reviewed and criticised so much in
this last year? In the end I did two things,
I installed the cheat and sat in front of my
CPC for five hours, and ignored MB's
past history, and then I switched it into
two player battle mode and gave to the
offspringto have a go at it

JUSTCLONE-NING AROUND
I personally prefer a meatier sprite than
something that resembles a coloured
marble that doesn't even simulate rolling
when it‘s moving around, but after four
screens of bomb dropping, baddie
poppingweapongrabbing chasing around
it didn't matter any more,

I wanted to see what baddies were next
for the chop. The overscanned screen
adds to the fun a lot, as does the freedom
of the sprites as they speed around the
screen There's no jerky sprite responses
or delay in key presses. Whether you have
extra speed or not the action is smooth
and addictive The special weapons are
revealed as you blast your way around

each level removing parked toy cars and
the like. Be warned though, drop a bomb
before you grab the special weapon or
sweet for energy and the bomb WILL
take it out too.

BOOM BOOM SHAKE THE ROOM
Whilst your bombs are limited you can
revive them in two forms, the first being
self—explodingtype and remotecontrolled
exploding types. Whilst the bomb sizes
and shapes remain the same they are very
easy to tell apart.
The special weapons and energy appear

in excellent icon style, their details are
very well defined, and speak for
themselves in what they do. SHOES for
speed, FIRE for extra bomb power
SWEETS for energy and points, etc. As
well as the end of level baddy there is the
chance of gaining extra life and points by
building up the word BONUS as you
bomb your way along each level. If you
are carefitl enough NOT to blow up the
single letter that can be found in each
level you‘ll gain access to a bonus world,

635

656%

Megablasters

by Jonty Jones
STAY LEVEL HEADED
As the levels and indeed worlds are met
so do the baddies speed and staying
power improve too. I hate little green
baddies that won't die in less than three
hits, don‘t you? By the time you reach
world two it's no longer a game, it's
personal... lt's THEM or YOU. It
becomes very easy to gain multi bombing
skills and forget your objective -
STAYING ALIVE cheat or no cheat,
and just chase the baddies down bombing
as you go. Sadly you don't get to keep the
weapons or skills you've found as you
move onto another screen or world, but
you DO keep the sections of the word
BONUS as you go, so not all is lost.

IIAVE WE MET BEFORE?
in each level or world the baddies change
in form as quickly as they do direction.
Just when you think it's safe to bomb a
pile of something unsavoury looking, it
springs to life and runs over you. Or as
you run past what looks like a stool with

.1-

cars it too Comes to life and makes you
wish you‘d just stuck to bombing like
crazy as you went.
Black holes open up to reveal huge

gaping mouths with sharp teeth. Mind
you, ONE of these does lead to a secret
world! Rocking horses run wild in the
path of any foolish enough to run the
wrong way. Blue marble like creatures
turn into snapping mouths, again with
teeth if you bomb them. If I end up with
nightmares I'm taking legal action!...
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he PUlzzlT Page 9
with Carol Bowley

I)eur me is that another month gone already. I can 'I believe that the
time has gone sofas-l.

The convention is nearly upon us now and I am wondering ifyou have
your tickets by now, ifnot - why not!

PRIZE PUZZLE ANSWERS
Thanks to all of you who entered the
prize puzzle this month, I know it
most certainly wasn‘t easy and I

didn’t know many of them myself so
I had to rely on [ans answers.

I) It Doesn‘t Matter Anymore
Buddy Holly

2) Please Don‘t Tease
Cliff Richard

3) Poetry in Motion
Johnny Tillolson

4) House of the Rising Sun
Animals

5) Whiter Shade of Pale
Procal Harem

6) Space Oddity
David Bowie

7) Don‘t Cry For Me Argentina
Julie Covington

8) Imagine
John Lennon

9) Hello
Lionel Ritchie

10) Lady in Red
Chris de Burgh

II) He Ain't Heavy He's My
Brother

l2) Don‘t Look Back in Anger
Oasis

There we are then, if you didn’t
send in your entry did you get them
all — or any!

Frank Smart queried the words to
No l as being “l’ve thrown away my
nights”, instead of “rolled away”
and the year for No 8 being 198! but
as I am unable to answer him on that
so if he is right, then I’ll just say
it‘s lans fault!

And the winners are:

lst Frank Smart
2nd Keith Bull
3rd Dennis Jordan

Well done guys, Your vouchers are
on the way.

VOUCHER NEWS
If, or should I say when, you are the
proud winner of one of the WACCl
vouchers and require a multiple
order, would you please send the
voucher to Doug Webb. If you only
want one item (or more but from the
same librarian) then please send it
to the PD librarian dealing with that
particular item This will ensure that
your order is dealt with more
promptly than sending it to me then
I have to wait for John to find the
time to collate the order for you.

Where:myorderWhy”

7
The rest of the answers are as
follows:

PUZZLE ONE
The Taj Mahal

PUZZLE TWO
Dog in a Manger

Right now on to this months short
puzzles.

PUZZLE ONE - DINGBATS
Find the familiar phrase, saying or
name in this arrangement of letters,

WAGERREGAW

PUZZLE TWO - GUESS WHERE
Nelsons Column, Cleopatras Needle,
Pudding Lane and Pall Mall. In
which City would you find these?

PUZZLE THREE BRAINTEASER
This question was sent in by John
Shaw ofBerkshire to test those little
grey cells ofyous.

l have a limitless number offirst and
second class stamps. (26p and 20p
res‘pecti rely).
What is the highest even amount

of postage I cannot match exactly?

PUZZLE FOUR
PRIZE PUZZLE

What is the most commonly spoken
language in the world"

Easy or what! Answers to be with
me by September 20th

My address as always is:

97 Tirn'ngton
Bretton. Peterborough

PE3 9XT

Tel: 01733 702l58

Bye for now. do”!
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23 Station Place,
Bloxwich,Walsall
WestMidlands.

WS3 2PHwith Angie Hardwick Tele201922449730

Market Stall

Well It 's here the school holidays so ifyou can 'I get hold ofme don ’tpanic, I '[I be around in time to send out
any ticketsfor the convention or at least let you know they will be at the door. Talking about the convention
I have to say that l 'm unhappy about the lack ofresponse thisyear and quite honestly I don 'I need the worry
ofit all so asfar as l ’m concerned this willprobably be the last. There. also seems to be some confusion about
the Free P!) when you get your ticketyou will get a voucherforfree 1’!) ofyour choice but you MUSl'send
a DISC to the librarian oryou won '1 get your Pl).

FOR SALE: CPC 6128 Keyboard clw drive £3000 Sch 1 ll Basic TutorialGuide Pt 1 £3 .00
Amstrad CPC 464 with Green Screen CTM 640 Colour Monitor £30.00 Masterfile464 £2.00
Monitor in good working order but no CTM 640 Colour Monitor £15.00 MasteringMachine Code on the 464 and
handbook. DDl Disc drive and interface. £30.00 664 £2.00

GT63 Green Monitor £l0.00 Trivial Pursuit £2.00
PLEASE CONTACT 72.}. Ward, 4 MP! TV Modulator £l0.00 Frank Bruno‘s Boxing £2.00
Stanhope (late, Ashburton Road, DMP 2160 Printer clw manual £30.00 Taswod 464 £2.00
Soulhs'ea. l’()5 3JS TEL: 01 705—837104,

WANTED:
Print Head for Citizen l24D need not be
working order, pins only needed.

PLEASE CONTACT: Ray Powell, 36,
I’riory Place, Sporle, Kings Lynn,
Norfolk, l’lf32 2!)'I' ’I'la‘l.: 01760-723317

FOR SALE:
CPC 664 Keyboard c/w drive £25.00

CPC 6128 Manual and CPC 664 Manual
£5.00 each.

3" Drive Mechaniam 1120,00
Sofl 968 FirmwareGuide £20.00
Sofi 157 ConciseBasic Spec’s £5.00
3.5” 2nd Disc drive clw cable £45.00
DK 'l‘ronics 64K Mmpack with manual
and soflware £20.00
Printer Cable £5.00
Plus 2nd drive Cable £5.00
Amstrad IY2 Joystick £2.00
Joystick £2.00

Loads of tapes at 50p each contact Dave
for list. AmstradCover Tapes 20p each.

PLEASE CONTACT: Dave Simpson at
9. BelmontGardens. Round: Nor/helm.
NN9 6RN TEL: (”933—622692

Advert reprinteddue to telephonenumber
errorl

Sorry Dave it was my fault — John>>

SUNDAY
14 September1997

at the Bescot
Stadium

WALSALL

The Third Great WACPCIC”

Convention

Ifyou ’ve not sent for yourcanvent/on ticketsyet andyou would like to come to
the convention. You can alwayspayat the door.

Refreshments and
Bar available

NB: Lunch must be
booked in advance

Just askAngie
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Submit

by John Hudson

Ifyou have been keeping up—to—date with the PC andMac worlds you
will have noticed increasing emphasis on scripting. Apple has begun to
develop AppleScript, Lotus. who brought out LulusSeripIseveral years
ago, has advanced its cause in the most recent edition omeartSuile and
Microsoft has made its BASK 7 into a scripting language under Windows
95.

Ironically, all three have previously
turned their backs on scriptinglanguages,
Apple and Microsoft because they
thought a windows interface wouldn‘t
need it and Lotus because they thought it
would be sexier to have embedded
macros rather than imitating Supercalc‘s
scripting language.

But 664, 6128 and DD! users can all use
the grand-daddy of microcomputer
scripting languages — CP/M - to do much
the same things as Mac and Windows
users are now being encouraged to do.

While CP/M 2.2 can run scripts, CP/M
Plus can run entirely on scripts. It is
programmed to look for PROFILESUB
as its first program to run.
PROFILESUB usually contains a

series of CP/M commands to customise
your machine and load your favourite
program The .SUB ending tells CP/M
to invoke SUBMITCOM which places
the commands in a special temporary file.

But the ability to use the commands in
the special temporary file is present in
both CP/M 2.2 and CP/M Plus. At the
end of every program (including
S(IBM!’l'.( .‘()M) and before ofi'ering you
the prompt, CP/M looks for the special
temporary file; you may have noticed
CP/M checking for this file when it
appears to hesitate just before offering
you the prompt,
If it finds the file, it reads, then deletes

and executes the last command in the file.
It does this each time it exits from a
program until there is only one command
lefi when it deletes the file So if the last
program leaves a new temporary file to
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execute, you will never return to the
prompt.

WRITINGA MENU
ln WACCl 77 Uncle Clive showed us
how to create a menu fi'om BASICfor use
with CP/M Plus. You can replicateUncle
Clive's example menu in CP/M Plus by
creating two .SUB files each ofwhich can
be called from PROFILESUB LSUB
will consist of the line: SC2 and 2.SUB
will consistof the line: DlR

However, to get CP/M to respond to "I”
or "2" on its own, you have to tell it to
look for ".SUB" files rather than ".COM“
files. The line:

SETDEF (order:(SUB.COM)]

in PROFILESUB will do this and you
need to make sure SETDEFCOM is on
the system disc.

PROFILESUB might then consist of:

SETDEF [order=(SUB,COM)]

; l Supercalc

; 2 Dir

; Enter 1 or 2 and then press
<RETURN>

As in assembler and some other
languages. semi—colons are used to
indicate the start of a comment. They can
come afler the command or. as in this
case, at the start ofa line so that the whole
line is treated as a comment. Ifyou don‘t
like the semi-colons, you can get rid of

them by creating a file called MENU with
a wordprocessor.

l Supercalc

2 Dir

Enter l or 2 and then press
<RETURN>

and amendingPROFILESUB to read:

SETDEF [ordeF(SUB,COM)]
TYPE MENU

You can further refine this by adding the
line TYPE MENU to the end of the
l.SUB and 2.SUB files so that, when
CPIM has carried these commandsout, it
always returns to the menu, though
adding it to 2.SUB may push a long
directory display ofi‘the screen.

Because CP/M is showing you the
prompt at the end of MENU every time
anyone can break out of this sequence by
typing an alternative CP/M command like
PIP which does not result in a new .SUB
file being created. 80 you may want to
add a fitrther line to MENU saying:

To return to this menu.
enter TYPE MENU

and press <RETURN>

SUBMITTING A BATCH
However, the idea for CP/M SCRIPT did
not come because peoplewanted to write
menus; the early CP/M computers had
single line screens so could never have
displayed a menu.

The idea came from mainframe
computers where you gave your jobs to a
technician who. in order to use computer
time efliciently,would submit' a 'batch' of
jobs to the computer using a series of ‘job
control' commands. You can use
SUBMITCOM to create the necessary





Tappers
by Richard Fairhurst

It's back! 'lhe ever-popular listings pages return with a handyprogram
to let you make use ofthe countless clip art discs in the WA(.‘( .'1 library,
courtesy ofRichard li‘airhurst. Andyou even get an explanation ofhow
(most ofl it works.

The rationale
If you come across a piece of Stop Press
clip art (with a .( .‘(IT extension), you can
load it into practically anything you
choose: MicroDesign Plus, PowerPage,
any number of file viewers. and
surprisingly enough, even Stop Press
itself

On the other hand, if you don't own
MicroDesign, you won't have a chance to
load the .DR clip art files produced by
said program. The new version of
Powerl’age l28 does it, but it's also not
quite finished yet. So in the interim, here's
a simple BASIC routine which will load
any .DR file you care to throw at it.

Read, type. but don't inwardly digest.

First of all, you have to find some way of
loading the .DR file into memory. You
can't satisfactorily do this in BASIC, so
I've prefixed the main program with a
little bit ofmachine code. Type this bit in,
but unless you're feeling particularly
masochistic, don't worry about what it
does and how it does it.

100 MEMORY &3FFF
I 10 DEFINT a—z

120 FOR n=&9000TO 8.9027
130 READ a$
140 POKE n,VAL("&"+a$)
150 p=p+VAL("&"+a$)
160 NEXT
170 IF p<>5084 THEN PRINT
”Error‘":END
180 DATADD.6E.00.DD.66. 01.46.23
190 DATA 5E.23.56.EB,11. 00,00.CD
200 DATA 77.BC.D0.E5.DD. E1 .DD.36

210 DATA 41,FF.DD.36.42. 00.21.00
220 DATA 4030.83.30.00.C3.7A.BC

As ever. save the program at regular
intervals - especially when you're dealing
with machine code, which will crash your
computer given the slightest excuse.

One line you might be interested in is line
IIO. CPC BASIC is pretty flexible when
it comes to numbers — anything fi'om —

0.736 to 50 billion can be stored happily.
With this flexibility comes a price: speed.
Storing numbers to this degree of
accuracy takes time. and when you're
only dealing with small-ish whole
numbers, you can do without that.

By putting DEFINT 3—2 at the start, you
tell the CPC that all numbers will be
between 0 and 65535, This is the natural
range of the Z80 (the main chip inside
our computer). so it takes virtually no
time to process, Right! On with the
program.

Loading the file

230 :

240 LINE INPUT "Filename: ".a$
250 CALL&9000,@a$
260 :

Lines 230 and 260 don't do anything. A
colon separates two commands from each
other — or rather, it would if we had any
commands in this line. Placed on their
own, they simply break up a long
monotonous listing, and let you identify
individual sections more clearly.
Line 240 asks the user for the name of

the file to be loaded: LINE INPUT is a
more flexible version of INPUT, which
doesn't worry about commas or stuff like
that. Note that there's a comma rather
than a semi-colon after the prompt, to
suppress the tatty "?" that BASIC usually
prints.

Line 250 uses the machine code routine
to load the file, The @ before the string
name is a historical curiosity - 664, 6128
and Plus owners don‘t need it. But given
that it doesn't actually cause any harm,
you might as well ensure 464
compatibility.

Settingup

270 h=PEEK(&4000)+PEEK
(&4001)'256
280 w=PEEK(&4002)+PEEK
(&4003)'256
290 m=&4004
300 s=aoooo
31o MODE 2

When the machine code has loaded the
.DR file, it puts it at &4000 in memory.
The first few bytes of the file contain the
height and width of the picture - lines 270
and 280 get the values into BASIC
variables. The picture starts at 624004. .

We'll be treating it byte by byte, so line
290 stores the starting point in variable In.
Instead of plotting single points on the
screen, which would take forever, we're
going to take advantage of the fact that
MicroDesign sensibly stores points in the
same fashion as the screen memory, and

copy them straight from file to screen
memory. Line 300 sets 5 to the address of
the top lefl—hand comer of the screen.
Again, you needn't worry about how this
works unless you're feeling particularly
brave.
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The Directory
lhis full directory will be printedperiodically in the magazine. Ifyou
are mentioned and don 't want to be, aren’t mentioned or your listing is
incorrect then please let me know and it will of course be corrected.
A lso, don’t forget that WA( T(.‘[has it ’s own book, software, tape anddisc
Pl) libraries, just look at page 30. Remember to send an SSA/f ifyou
can, it makes peoples jobs easier, and please mention WA(.‘(.‘I when
making any contact.

'ZinesAnd User Groups
sflit — Brian Watson, Harrowden, 39
High Street, Sutton, Ely, Cambs, CB6
2RA. The magazine for all 8—bit

computers. A single copy costs £3
(chequespayable to BA Watson).

IEBA — See above for address. The
International Eight Bit Association, for
users and supporters of all 8 bit
computers. Send two first class stamps
and return self addressed label (no
envelope) for more information.

Bonzo's Scrapyard - Dave Caleno, 29
Chapter Road, Strood, Rochester, Kent,
ME2 3PX. Generally bi—monthly
publication to compliment Bonzo suite
of programs and tape to disc transfers.

CPC Format — Leon Brown, 43 Gwydir
Street, Toxteeth, Liverpool, L8 3T].
Tape 'zine, contributions welcome,

CPC South West — Dave Stitson, 4
Connaught Avenue, Mutley, Plymouth,
PL4 7BX. Not just regionally based
magazinedealing in general CPC matters
with it's own PD library. A5 bi~month1y
£1 plus postage.

Eurostrad — Thomas Foumerie, La
Hameliniere, 50450 Hambye, France.
CPC Magazine with the majority of
French article translated into very good
English. A very good read. Free
membership, each magazine costing one
InternationalReply Coupon.

UAUG — & Prism PI) Martyn
Sherwood, 13 Rodney Close, Bilton,
Rugby, CV22 7HJ. United Amstrad
User Group and CPC User magazine.

Independent SuppliersAnd Services
Capri Marketing,Computer Cavern - 9
Dean Street, marlow, Bucks, SL7 3AA.
Te101628 891101 fax 01628 891022.
CPC Sofi and hardware items. Credit
cards accepted. Send SSAE for list.

ComSol't — 10 McIntosh Court,Wel|park,
Glasgow, G31 ZHW, Scotland. Tel/fax
0141 554 4735 (24hr ansaphone). Email:
cam]@cix.compulink.co.uk. Sells own
developed plus other hardware and
sofiware. Credit cards accepted.

Crystalx Software — II Vicarag View,
Redditch, Worcs, B97 4RF. Stellar
Outpost, excellent strategy game. Tape
£2.50, disc (23.99 (Chequespayable to A.
Swinbourneplease).

Dave's Disk Doctor Service Ltd - 01892
835974. Disc salvage, data transfer and
conversions. All profits from the company
are covenanted to charity.

H.E.C. (Amstrad Repairs) — 47-49
Railway Road, Leigh, Lancashire, WN7
4AA. 01942 261866/672424. Quality
repairs with most at standard charges.
Free technical support, advice and
information on all repairs carried out.
Otfer 10% discount.

1) Merline—Serve, 2) Radical Software,
3) King Arthur’s Domain — Brympton
Cottage, Brunswick Road, Wonhing,
West Sussex, BN11 3N0. Tel/fax 01903
2067 E-mail:MerlineServe@sussex.co.uk.
1) Service supplying mainly second hand
hard and sofiware as well as some general
computing supplies, 2) MagaBlasters,
Who Said.That, Star Driver/Masters Of
Space & Routeplanner. 3) Stock of 160
PD discs call for details on all above.

Officeland - 10 Sterte Close, Poole,
Dorset, BH15 2AT. Tel 01202 666155
fax 01257 421915. Stocks contain toner
cartridges, laser labels, laser
transparencies, laser paper, printer ribbons
(including DMP range), Deskjet supplies,
PCW supplies etc. Phone for CF2 disc
prices.

0..l. Software - 237 Mossy Lea Road,
Wrightington, Nr Wigan, Lanes, WN6
9RN. Tel 01257 421915/01267 421915.

SD Microsystems - (Department Z), PO
Box 24, Attleborough, Norfolk, NR17
lHL. 01953 483750. CPC, PCW and PC
specialists in sofiware, supplies and
hardware. Tasman Sofiware main dealers.

Three Inch Drive Belts - A] Howard, 65
Altyre Way, Beckenham, Kent, BR3
3E0. Disc drive belts for the CPC and the
PCW. Flat fitting, with instructions. Only
£2.25 including P&P.

Trading Post - Victoria Road, Shifnal,
Shropshire, TF1] 8AF. Tel/Fax 01952
462135. CPC sofl and hardware items.
Some Plus/GX4000 items also, Credit
cards accepted.

Tronics North — PO Box 7149, Garbutt,
Queensland, Australia, 4814. Tel/fax
0061 77 253766 (international). Possibly
the only Amstrad dealer in Australia
supponing the CPC and PCW.

WACCO - See 3311" Send A4 SAE for
current information on Protext, Maxam,
Utopia, Office, Model Universe and other
new CPC product releases and upgrades.

WoW Software - 78 Ridpole Lane,
Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 9R5. 01305
187155 (1-10pm). Support for both the
CPC and PCW.

Public Domain Libraries
Hammer PD - Leon Brown, 43 Gwydir
Street, Tox’teeth, Liverpool,L8 3T1. New
library, any help would be appreciated.

Presto 2 - Brian Key, 87 Sweetmans
Road, Shaltsbury,Dorset, SP7 85H.

RSPD — Robert Sparrow, 27 Rosendene
Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex, U86
983. About 170 selections, just revised
catalogue.

Ultimate PD — Paul Edwards, 26
Woodside Road, Irby, Wirral,
Merseyside, L61 4UL. PD on 3" discs or
tape.

Ifyou know of any traders, services
or Pl) Libraries that are not on this
page then please let me know.
I hope that you will find this

directory useful and I would like to
thank Angela Cook who complied
this directory in the firstplace many
thanks Angela. (yo/u
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The News Desk

with Angela (ITGA) Cook
Brympton Cottage, BrunswickRoad,Worthing,
West Sussex, BNII 3NQ. Tel/fax; 01903 206739.

E—mail; angela.arthur@virgin.net

I didn’t think I’a' do it thismonth, get some news together andmanage to
fill as much of this page as l have. It 's all very easy to say "You should
do a news page", Richard, but it ’5' much more diflicult tofind relevant
news than I imagined. Ho hum.

LIFE OF BRIAN
I expect you will already have read this
from Thanx and Stuff, but it is with great
sadness I tell you that Brian Barton died
recently, I believe, ofa heart attack. Brian
was famed for Goldmark Systems, a
company which produced many simple
but excellent programs for the CPC.

l dealt with Brian on several occasions
and always found him to be a very
competent and efficient individualMy
condolences go to his family. Rest in
peace Brian.

CPCSW CONVENTION
It's official, the CPC South West
Convention date has been set. October
ISth in Plymouth. I went last year and it

was a lovely day. I only hope it is half as
good this year.
Any enquiries for CPC South West or

the convention in general should be sent
along to editor and convention co-
ordinator Dave Stitson at 4 Connaught
Avenue, Mutley, Plymouth, PIA 7BX.

BTL MEETING
Over the weekend of the 18th of July
BTL held a meeting. A weekend where
much alcohol and pizza was consumed
and dodgy articles written, It was the
weekend where BTL was essentially
coming together after much hard work,
By the time you read this BTL will have
been released in all it's glory.
You can get a copy li'om a range of

sources including Richard Fairhurst (l'ea
('ottage. Bottom lane, Bishrooke.
Rutland, l.l'.‘l5 9E1), KAD (Brympton
('oltage, Brunswick Road, Worthing,
West Susrex, BN1] 3NQ) . Please make
sure you enclose a 3" or 3.5" disc, return
postage and any costs that the libraries

may charge. More about the BTLmeeting
elsewhere in a WACCI near you.

PCW EMULATIONS
An emulator is a package that fools the a
computer in to thinking it's another
machine. A PCW emulator is now
available for the PC on download from the
homepageofJohn Elliott.
To use the emulator you will need an

i386 or above CPU (P75 or above to mm
at a reasonable speed), 800x600x256
VESA-compatible display, 2Mb or more
of DPMI memory, a hard drive and a
keyboard with at least l02 keys. It always
makes me laugh that you need such a
powerful PC to emulate an older and
essentially smaller machine.
Anyhow, John says that the emulator

being version one is still very basic but it
supports CHM and Loeoscript 3 and is
good enough to develop programs under.
The web address is;

http://wwwseasip.demon.co.uk/pcw.html

ROUTING THE PCW
Whilst on the subjectof the PCW (wonder
who will moan?) by the time you read
this, release one of Richard Fairhurst's
RoutePlanner PCW should be available.
Contact ComSofi for more details.

SPIDER'S PARADISE
Matthew Phillips runs the WACCI web
site for us and he has been gradually
updatingbits and pieces on the web.

The site is full with lots of contacts in
many different countries around the
world, including some groups in Australia
and some disc/magazines that I am trying
to find more about.

WACCI on WWW
http://users.ox.ac. uk/

~chri0264/wowww.html

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
For anybody not too crash hot on
informationtechnology — or IT - there is a
plain English IT guide and details of local
IT For All events. All this is part of the
Govemment‘sIT

For All campaign and a free telephone
hot-line can take the misery out of
technology. Just call 0800 456567,
answer a few questions and receive your
booklet and details.

I‘ve just phoned for mine and will let you
knowwhat it's like in a forthcoming issue.

REMEMBER,REMEMBER...
The 14th of September, Not long to go
now folks, so get ready for the WACCI
convention held at Bescot Stadium in

Walsall, Birmingham. Tickets are 024. a
meal is about a fiver and you can fill your
plate sky high (Iohn knows...) <1 What
do you mean by this Angela I only had a
little bit ofeverything, I can ’t help if the
plates were small can I?-John-> 2, book
meals and tickets with Angie Hardwick.
60 odd tickets have been sold so far,
make sure you buy yours.

DID YOU KNOW...
That about 6000 CPC 664s were sold,
Neither did I. Apparently PCW
worldwide sales peaked at around 50,000
month and the CPC's at around 25,000
with about halfofthose probably going to
France.

Thanks to Clifl‘ Lawson who posted this
tit bit of info on the Shit newsgroup.

64,195!“
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Programmers' Patch

by Stephen and Matthew Phillips

"What’s on the menufor this month? ", we hearyou cry. Well, ifyou had
known what the article was going to be on, you would be ashamed at
phrasing the question like that, as it is such a predictable pun, and not
really up to the standard of humour we can expect from WA( ,‘(..'I. But
since you didn't know, we'll pretend tofind it amusing and then get on
with the article, which strangely is all about menus...

A BREATH OF FRESH AIR
To make a change fromworking our way
through a single program, we thought we
would present a useful subroutine that
you can incorporate in your own
programs.

The easiest way to learn programming is
to alter programswritten by other people.
When you get more experienced in a
computer language, you then find that
the easiest way to write a program is to
alter one that you have written before.
Programmers tend to build up libraries

of routines for performing useful tasks
which they can just slot in to any new
program being written.

AFTER THE LECTURE
Lines 1000 to 1017 of Listing 1 form a
subroutine for producing menus with a
scrolling bar that the user moves up and
down to select the menu item required.
Type in lines 1000 to 1017 on their own

and save it in a tile. They will not actually
do anything on their own, but we will be
using them as the basisofseveral example
programs over the next few articles.

In fact the subroutines will squash down
into just two lines, Lines 1000 to 1009
can all be typed in together as line 1000,
and the rest ofthe lines can all be typed in

as line 1010.
Although it would have been more

impressive to show off with a two-line
menu system, we have listed it in eighteen
lines to make it easier to follow.

Once you have saved the subroutines,
you can then type in the earlier lines in the
listing and mn it to see the first example.

HOW DOES ITWORK THEN?
Don't worry about how the subroutines
work to start with. It is quite easy to use
them in programs without knowing how
they do the work. In fact that is one of the
good things about subroutines. Once you
have one that works and does the job you
want doing, you shouldn't need to be
bothered with how it works any more.

Instead, let us have a look at how the main
program (lines 10 to 90) works in relation
to the subroutines. Our example prints up
a short menu, allows the user to move the
menu bar up and down with the cursor
keys, and then choose a menu item with
the COPY key. The program then prints
up a message telling the user which item
was selected,

Lines 10 to 30 set up some variables
which tell the menu subroutine important
information about the size and position of
the menu (see Table 2).

One of these variables, mp, is also used by
the subroutine to pass information back to
the main program. In line 10 mp is set to
zero, which makes the menu bar start 01?
on the first item on the menu.
Change it to l, 2 or 3 and it will start off

on one of the other menu items. Alter the
program has returned from the GOSUB
1000 in line 70, mp tells us where the
menu bar has ended up.

Ignore the mfvariable for the moment by
setting it to zero. We will do some
examplesofwhat it is usefiil for later.

SIZING IT UP
On line 20 mcol determines the colour of

the menu bar. If you have a background
of PAPER 0, then mcol should be set to
the PEN colour you want for the menu
bar, As the menu bar is printed up
usingXOR graphics, if you have a
different background things are more
complicated. If x is the background pen,
and y the pen you want for the menu bar,
then mcol should be set to

x XORy

The rest of the variables on line 20 are to
do with where the menu is on screen and
how big the menu bar should be. For
example we could print the menu more
spaced out by altering line 50:

50 FOR x—’l TO mch:PRlNT:PRINT"
Item”x:NEXT

Run the program again. Although the
menu text is spread out, the menu bar is
still in the same position as before. To
correct this you could alter line 20 as
follows:

20 mcol=l :mer32:mx=24:my=399-
3‘16+8:mbh=32:mbl=16’7»2

Have a play around and try out different
values for these variables. The msp
variable should be set according to how
far apart the lines of text are. If each
menu item takes up one line, and there are
no gaps between them msp needs to be
set to 16, as there are that many graphics
y—coordinates for each text line. You can
even have menu text printed every one
and a half lines and set msp to 24 if you
feel so inclined.

The variables mx and my hold the
graphics coordinates of the top lett pixel
of the menu bar when it is over the first
menu item. All the other coordinates
needed are worked out usingmsp.

Finally the actual size of the menu bar is
stored in mbl and mbh. The height, stored
in mbh. is measured in graphics
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coordinates. This could be the same as
msp, but making it larger or smaller will
produce different effects

The variable for the length of the menu
bar, mbl, does not work quite like mbh
because the menu bar is drawn using the
DRAWR (draw relative) command
Work out the width of the menu bar in
graphics coordinates, and then take off
one pixel's worth and set mbl to that. In
line 20 we calculated mbl as 16'6-2,
which is 16 for each of the six characters
of the menu text, less two, which is the
widthofa pixel in MODE 1. InMODE 2
you would do eight times the number of
characters, and only take offone.

If in doubt, just experiment with the
values until it looks right!

KEYS T0 SUCCESS
In line 30 we are telling the menu routines
which keys we want it to take notice of.
We have chosen the cursor keys and
COPY key by setting the variables to the
appropriate key numbers, but you could
use any other keys by changing the
numbers, or even allow the user to
redefine the keys

The keys indicated by "up" and "dow"
make the menu bar move up and down on
the screen. The other three keys, "le", "ri"
and "ti" can be used by the programmerto
provide other features, The key flags,
variable kf, indicate which of these three
keys the routine will look out for. In our
example we are only interested in when
the user presses COPY to select the menu
item. To do this, kf has been set to 4.
More on how kfworks later.

THE REALLY EXCITING BIT
Once all the variables are set up, we do
GOSUB 1010 in line 60, which prints the
menu bar up on the screen. The GOSUB
1000 in the next line calls the main menu
routine, which lets the user move the
menu bar up and down until the COPY
key (in this case) is pressed. Line 80 then
informs the user of the position of the
menu bar. This must be the most useful
menu ever!

If you want to remove the menu bar fi'om
the screen again afler returning from line
IOOO, all you have to do is GOSUB lOIO
again. You might of course want to leave
it in place ready for the next time the
menu is used. Once the variables are set
up, the routines are really easy to use. If

you wanted to have several different menus in one program, you could do it just by
altering a few of the variables for each case, and then use the same lines 1000 to WI 7
to provide the basic menu system.

TELLME MORE
Well, unfortunately,we have run out of space, so you will have to wait until the next
thrilling instalment, when we will explain all about kf, and demonstrate a few more
interestingmenu examples. Before then, have a go at designing a few simple menus to
get the hang of setting up the variables.

mch Number of choices on the menu
mp Menu bar position (zero for first item on menu)
mf Menu flags (to be explained later)
mde Menu delay
mcol Pen to use for the menu bar
msp Vertical spacing of menu items in graphics coordinates
mx, my Graphics coordinates of top left of menu
mbh Menu bar height in graphics coordinates
mbl Menu bar length in graphics coordinates
up, dow Set these to the lNKEY numbers of the up and down keys

of your choice
le, ri, Set these to the lNKEY numbers fi of other keys that you

want the menu to respond to.
kf Key flags (to be explained later)
Table 2

Figure I:

10 MODE 1:mch=4:mp=0:mf=0:mde=0
20 mcol=1:msp= 16:mx=0:my=399~2‘162mbh=16:mbl=16‘62
30 up=0zdow=21le=81ri =1:fi=9:kf=4
40 PRINT'Menu":PRlNT"---—"
50 FOR x=1 TO mcthRlNT'ltem")cNEXT
60 GOSUB 1010
70 GOSUB 1000
80 PRINT'You have chosen item"mp+ 1

90 END
1000 kp=0zmd=11mz=0
1001 WHILE (kp AND kf)=0
1002 WHILE (2‘mp AND mf)>0 OR mz
1003 mz=0zGOSUB 1010:mp=(mp+mch+md) MOD mcthOSUB 1010
1004 WEND
1005md= (lNKEY(up)>-1)-(lNKEY(dow)>-1):mz=md
1006 kp=—(lNKEY(le)>»1)—2‘(lNKEY(ri)>—1)-4‘(lNKEY(fi)>-1)
1007 WEND
1008 WHILE lNKEY$<>"":WEND
1009 RETURN
1010 PRINT CHR$(23)+CHR${1);
1011 MOVEmx,my~mp‘msp+(md=-1)‘(mbh—Z)
1012 FOR mc=1 TO mbh/2
1013 DRAWRmbl,0,mcol:MOVER -mbl,-2-(md=‘1)‘4
1014 FOR delay=0 TO mdezNEXT
1015NEXT
1016 PRINTCHR$(23)+CHR$(O);
1017 RETURN

4
W

, as]: am/J/flltfmrWfi
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It’s still Scots for gossip
Welcome toyet another page ofchatter. I have some more information
to write to you about this month .\'0 I hope you will continue reading this
page. I thought it might be nice to introduce you to some new members
that have taken the plunge and signed up with our number one WACC]
then we can say a big HELLO to them. Don 't forget your convention
ticketsfor 14th Septemberfrom Angie. I hope to seeyou there.

HEEL PROBLEM UPDATE
I went to a party recently, just next door,
and it was held in the garden so we could
enjoy the warm Summers evening. I got
up to leave and my poorly foot found the
only hole in the lawn and jerked to the
side. At this point I must tell you that I
had only had a small lager and two
glassesof coke all night!
Within minutes my foot had swollen

again and l was in agony all night long but
like a martyr I was back at work the next
day. Another hop to the Docs needed
though All together aaahhhl!

A SMART REMARK
You may remember last month that I told
you about Frank Smans love of curry.
Well, I received Franks entry for the

puzzle page the other day and he has
signed himselfthe VindalooKid!

WEBB-SITE NEWS
As you know this page is for, among
other things. sharing our celebrations
with you. This month I would like to
draw your attention to sortie great news
that has come to me and definitly needs
sharing.

Doreen Webb, the lovely and very
charmingwife of our esteemed Chairman
Doug, will be celebrating her 70th
Birthdayon August 30th.
We all hope you have a wonderful

Birthday Doreen and send our very best
wishes to you,

RAISIN’ A NEW BOWLEY
Good play on words there I think. Last
month I told you about Christine and
Chris Raisins new kittens. Well as it
happens we went to see the Raisins and
their new family a couple of weeks ago
and just as I thought would happen we
came back with one of their beautifiil
kittens.
We have called him Max and he has

settled down nicely. Thank you to
Christine and Chris for letting him
become a Bowleyl

WEI/COME NEW MEMBERS
It is my immense pleasure to introduce
you to some new members that have been
added to ourWACCI database file.

They are:

Robin Choudhury ofLenten, Notts
Richard Homsby ofEssex

Paul Morson ofLudworth.Durham
Robert Olsen ofQueensland, Australia

D. Hay ofAthenon, Manchester
John Helm ofMkt Drayton. Shropshire

lan Simpson ofBelfast
Brian WhiteheadofTring, Hens
Paul Wass ofMansfield, Notts
.l.C. Franey ofGuildford, Surrey

Richard AveryofHailsham, East Sussex

I am very sorry if I have missed anyone
this time around. We would all like to
take this opportunity to welcome you to
WACCl and hope that you enjoy reading
the magazine and playing your part at
being a member of the worlds number
one CPC club.

H ,did onbegiabouli....

MEMBERS FORUM
Yes I know that technically our Fair
Comment pages are indeed a members
forum but I would like to expand on the
theme. Starting from next month I will be
writing to members chosen at random and
asking them to tell us a little about
themselves. ie, what type ofmachine they
use, what is their favourite PD disc, why
they joined WACCI, and so on. I thought
it would bring a little more closeness,to
the club ifwe knew a bit more about who
we are.
So if you are one ofour lucky members

who receive a letter from me, don’t feel
daunted by it, Ifyou feel you would rather
not bementioned then say so, I will not be
ofiended.

SPLASH 0F HUMOUR
I saw this joke and thought you might like
to have a giggle - I did but then thats
nothing new!

Two widows were talking about how
their husbands had died,
lst widow - my husband fell into the river
and drowned.
2nd widow - Thats terrible, did you run
down to the bank?
lst widow - Yes but he’d already
withdrawn all the money!

THATS ALL FOLKS
More information needed please to keep
me happy or I may take a leaf out of
another CPC magazine and begin making
up stories,

My address as always is:

97 Tirrington
Bretton

Peterborough
PE3 9XT

Tel: 01733 702158

Bye/ornow. éwf
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THE UK’S OM? SERIOUS CPC MAGAZWEAND PREMIER CLUB

The club offers its members not only the best (II’C umgzlzinc for the serious user but Public and
Houmgrown disk Library‘s. a Book Library and telephone help-lines to help you gel the most from
your Amslrarl (IPC. WACCIs vasl Pl) Disc Library is also open to rIon-lrlclnlxtrs. Fora free sample
copy of the club magazine. send a 31p stamp to:

WACCI, 97 Tim'ngton, Bretton, Peterborough, PE3 9XT

Editor: John Bowley Tel: 01733 702158

THE UK’S ONLY SERIOUS CPCMAGAZINE ANDPREMR CPC

'l‘hv club offers its members not only the best CPC magazine for the serious user but Public and
Homegrown disk library's, a Book library and telephone help-lines to help you get Ihc most from
your Amslrml (II’C. WACCls vasl PD Disc Library is also open to non-mcmlmrs. For a free sample
copy of the club Imrgozinc, send a 31p stamp lo:

WACCI, 97 Trrrington, Bretton, Peterborough, PE3 9XT

Editor: John Bowley Tel: 01733 702158

PAST w'ACC’iW ' ‘1

WACCI SERVICES
Frank Frost Ex-soflware house discs ready Frank Neatherway 01-0320 50p
4 RectoryClose formatted and labelled £1.50 ea. 3 Glebe Close 4042,44,!1649 50p
Wootton, Ryde for 3" and 35p for 3.5”. The Rayleigh 52-62_65-69 50p
Isle ofWight minimum order is TWO discs. Essex 70,72-73,75-79 £1.00
P033 4QB lhe Alternative Firmware Guide 886 9HL 80,83,88—98 £1.50
Tel: 01983 882197 and disc now only £3.99 Tel: 01268 784742 99-1 14 £2.00

SUBSCRIPTION FORM (115) ”am:
If—mail:

UK my“ @ 12' 00 gush (12-,or 122) Please send your cheque or Postal
EUROPE issues @ [2. 50 each (Iqur £27.50) Order 10:

) 5' ‘2' ‘ ’.'(D‘.0 ,- ' ‘
.( Vl Rb] Ab

7
mum (j [.3 0 each (12fm 1.33 ()0) WACCI

Name a 97 'I'irrington, Brettun, l’lterborough
‘ I V l I 7' '7 77777777 [’13'3 9XT

Address .. W

Postcode SAI'.‘ neededfor receipt.
Subscription includesmembership.

That '3'your lotfor another month flrfl



A LOT OF NONSENSE FOR CPC USERS

NOTHING NEW FOR THE CPC USER? NONSENSE!

Parados on Cartridge: The new discreet plug-in solution to using large drive B: formats for
users Plus‘ range. It uses the very latest version of Parados with many built-in utilities. £20
(this ‘exchange price requires your Burnin' Rubber cartridge).

The WACCO Software Range for the CPC: Protext, Promerge, Prospell,
Protext Office, Protype (available again, at last), the Protext Help rom, Utopia utilities rom,
Montrac, the Maxam assemble, the C and BCPL languages, Model Universe 3-D design
program. Most can be supplied on disc or rom. Some special deals on joint purchases. Catalogue
available.

Robot Software: A huge range of high quality, low-cost, CPC software written by
Richard Fairhurst, one of the CPC‘s most capable programmers. Catalogue available.

Second-hand Software: A fairly lengthy list of second-hand CPC software, hardware,
magazine, and books. Also virtually everyAmstrad Action covenape. All at very sensible prices.

NO USER SUPPORT FOR EXISTINGUSERS? NONSENSE!

Pipeline Tutorials: The definitive series of lie-flat Tutorials and Hardware Guides to develop
your computer use. Easy to read, with flee files on disc in many cases. £5 each. Catalogue
available.

83IT Magazine: The quarterly magazine for CPC owners who want to know what users of
similar computers get up to! Includes features on file transfers, E-mail, Home Publishing with a
small system, Writing for profit, etc etc... 8BIT also is the Amstrad-authorised source for [rig
upgrades to the PcW16's operating system. £3 for a single (sample) copy, or £20 for a subscription
to issues 16-25.

The Independant Eight Bit Association HERA}: The cross-format Association for the
promotion of 8-Bit computing. Membership benefits include the latest edition of the IEBA’s
Directory Of 8—Bit Services - an essential compendum of sourse of support for you and your
computer, including, hardware, sofiware, spares, PD Libraries, intemet sites, magazines, clubs,
low-cost repairers etc etc. £5 life membership.

NO ‘HIGH-TECH' ALONGSIDE ‘MEDIUM—TECH'? NONSENSE!

Protext Software: For the latest PC, Amiga, and Atari versions of Protext. Use the program
you're used to in its enhanced version. Also, a special version for PCs with limited memory
(e.g. Amstrad's 1512 and 1610). Just reissued; Prodata v1.23, the powerful high—speed database
for the PC with the same ‘look and feel' as Protext.All Protexts - £49.99, Prodata — £20.

Send all orders, or an A4 SAE, to
“Harrowden”, 39, High Street, Sutton—in the Isle, ELY, Cambs CB6 ZRA.

Tel: 01353 777006. E-mail: brian@spheroid.demon.couk.
Cheques to BA Watson please.


